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ABSTRACT
Krzemlnski, Robert Joel. MSCE, Purdue University, August
1976» The Use of Skewed Speed Distributions to Locate Points of
High Accident Potential on Low Volume Two-Lane Rural HiKhways .
Major Professor: Harold L. Michael*
The objective of this research was to determine if a corre-
lation exists between skewed speed distributions and points of
high accident potential* To achieve the objective, spot speeds
and accident data were studied at twelve sites during daytime
hours and five sites during nighttime hours* All sites were on
rural two«lane highways*
A perception-speed concept of driver responses to a poten-
tial accident situation was developed* This concept examined a
driver's reaction to a potential hazard based on his personal
perception of the hazard and on the forces he had at his dispos-
al to avoid the hazard* It was shown that where a driver had a
particular difficulty in perceiving the hazard or where he per-
ceived the hazard incorrectly, the probability of an accident
occurring was greater* The findings of this research tend to
support the hypothesis made in the development of this concept*
It was found that sites having high accident frequency his-
tories also exhibited skewed speed-frequency distributions*
Sites having low or no accident histories exhibited normal
speed-frequency distributions* The comparison of the day and
night data and directional data found that while certain
parameters such as mean speed and deviation did change, the
relative shape of the frequency distribution curve did not
if perceptual accuracy did not change.
I
This research proposes that the test and analysis pro-
j
cedure developed should be employed to find areas of per-
ceptual problems prior to the occurrence of accidents and
to test the effectiveness of warning or corrective measures.
INTRODUCTION
Every year, thousands of Americans will lose their lives in
accidents on two-lane rural state highways* Increased auto own-
ership and increased travel only serve to add Impetus to this
increasing accident frequency*
In 1973 » due to the energy crisis, the speed liait on the
nation's highways was reduced from 70 to 33 miles per hour*
This decrease in speed, although originally proposed for the
conservation of fuel, had a secondary affect* The months fol-
lowing the speed limit change saw a marked decrease in the num-
ber of fatal accidents nationwide* This effect appears to be
only a short-lived one however, as recent statistics tend to
indicate an increase in accident frequency.
When one considers the question of why accidents occur, one
of the first conclusions drawn is, "it is what you don't know
that can kill you*'* Stating this in a slightly different man-
ner, failure to perceive a situation correctly is the cause of
many accidents* Obvious dangers are usually very apparent to a
driver, thus adequate compensation can be made and an accident
avoided* Following this line of thinking, it can be said that a
potentially high accident frequency area will be produced in a
hazardous location that gives the Impression of being safe* A
driver, approaching such a hazardous location, may perceivo the
location to be safer than It actually is, thus he may be "over
committed" into an accident*
The problem is then stated:
a* If a Lazard is not obvious, how do you locate it?
b* When it is located, how do you adequately varn the dri-
ver to take adequate preventative action?
This research was oriented toward the development of a me-
thod of locating these points of high accident potential (areas
with no obvious hazards) prior to the occurrence of numerous
accidents* Once these "not obvious" hazardous areas have been
located, corrective measures can be taken to minimise the poten-
tial danger*
The specific object of this research was to determine if a
correlation between non-normal (skewed) speed distributions end
areas of high accident potential does in fact exist on low vol-
ume rural two-lane highways* If this correlation does exist, the
test procedure developed in this research could be implemented to
locate points of high accident potential prior to the occurrence
of numerous accidents* In addition, once these areas have been
located, this test procedure could be used to determine the over-
all effectiveness of various warning methods without having to
wait a period of time to study the change in accident rates*
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A great wealth of information concerning speed studies,
accident studies, and speed distributions has been written since
1950* This literature review Is grouped Into the following





if« Geometry-Accident rate studies
3» Skewed distributions
6« Factors affecting speed distributions
Speed Studies
Oppenlander, based on an extensive literature search of
about 800 sources, considers several variables that can influ-






'Number refers to reference number as stated in bibliography*
Concerning the variable of the driver, Oppenlander states,
"Today, few drivers attempt to attain the potential speed of
vhich their vehicles are capable. Fev drive our modem roads at
the speed the surfaces permit* Their driving performance must
therefore be largely dependent on their inherent personal char-
acteristics*" (17, page 10)
In his consideration of the vehicle, Oppenlander states,
"As the percentage of high powered vehicles on the highway in-
creases, the average speed of the vehicles must be slightly in-
creased*" (17e page 10) He feels that vehicular horsepower does
not significantly affect spot speeds, however.
In his consideration of the effects of the roadway,
Oppenlander states, "Different rates of travel result from a
driver's attempt to evaluate roadway conditions and to select a
safe speed*" (17, page 12) What he seems to be implying here is
that vehicular spot speeds will be more of a function of the way
a driver perceives a roadway situation, rather than the situa-
tion itself*
Oppenlander also considers the effects of traffic and the
environment on spot speeds* His findings as a result of his
literature review tend to reinforce the fact that the amount of
traffic is in general directly proportional to the average spot
speed through the area* Environmental effects can also cause
changes in the spot speeds; however, these changes again result
from the way a driver perceives the particular situation*
This report seems to emphasise the fact that it is the
driver and th« way thd driver percoives the roadway, traffic and
enTironnent, that is the determining factor of what the speed
will be at a particular point and time*
Accident Studies
The State of the Art of Traffic Safety is a literature re-
view containing over 1800 sources in the study of accidents*
(21) Little has grouped these studies into five separate cate-
gories:
1* Human factors
2* Environmental factors (including roadway)
3* Vehicular factors
^* Loss limiting factors
5* Regulatory and legal factors
Each of these factors is viewed separately by Little« and the
many variables that influence each category are considered* The
conclusions reached by Little are as follows:
1* Highway safety is a systems problem*
2e The concept of "cause" has little operational signifi-
cance in the study of accidents*
3* There are no instant remedies for highway safety appar-
ent in the literature*
if* Information required for improvement of highway safety
is lacking*
Normal Distributions
An assumption made for this research was: given a typical
location on a section of rural state highway, under free flow
conditions, one is likely to find a normal distribution of
speeds about .a mean* A literature search indicates that, based
on prior research (6, 9 » 10, 11, 12,H, 15 » 16, 17, 18), this is the
usual findings
A statement made by Oppenlander sums up this portion of the
literature revie%» Oppenlander states, "As the results of many
field studies have indicated, the distribution of the spot speed
data closely approximates the normal curve*" (16, page 15) The
initial assumption of the normality of the distribution at a
typical section ie verified on the basis of prior research*
Geometry-Accident Rate Studies
The literature contains many items dealing with investiga-
tions of the relationships of highway design features to acci-
dents* This literature can be broken into two distinct groups,
those which dealt with the problem in its entirety (19,7) «nd
those which dealt with only one variable or a group of such
variables*
Raff (19) studied how accident rates on main rural highways
are affected by design features and use characteristics* The
factors studied included:
1* Number of lanes
2* Average daily traffic
3* Degree of curvature
k» Pavement and shoulder widths
5* Frequency of curves and sight restrictions
6* P«rc«ntago of Intersection traffic on nlnor roads '
7* Others
Raff found that a number of roadway features Including grade and
frequency of curve do not appear to have any consistent effect
on accident rate@« Raff mentions that the Bost striking feature
of this study was the amount of irregularity in most of the re-
8ult8« He indicated that the principle cause of this is proba-
bly the tremendous complexity of the problem itself*
Blensly (2) found that a significant relationship between
increased accident frequency and increased pavement width
3xiet@» E& did indicate, however, that his results should be
int®rpret@d with extreme caution inasmuch as the traffic volumes
on the bulk of the sections studied were less than 5000 vehicles
per day«
B®l^ont (1), making a study along the same lines as
Blenslyg found a similar relationship between personal injury
accident frequency and paved shoulder width on sections with
volumes between 2000 and 12^000 vehicles per day* Belmont con-
cluded that the apparent advantages of wide shoulders are more
than offset by the tendency of the drivers to be less careful*
In other words, as the shoulder width increases, drivers may
gain an unjustified feeling of security*
Sparks (20) describes a project to investigate the influ-
ence of highway characteristics on accident rates in Oklahoma*
The approach used was to select independent variables thought to
be related to accident occurrence and attempt to measure the
8
fisount of correlation sach variabls has vlth aoma fora of an
accident index* Th« ultiaate goal of this raaoarch vae to de-
velop one foraula that could be applied to all claesiflcatione
of rural highways and that could be used to predict accidents
effectively so th^^t hazardous locations might be identified and
correlated prior to accident occurrences The independent var-




3* Shoulder width and type
if* Curvature
5« Gradient
6* Stopping sight distance
?• Passing opportunity
89 Hazard rating
9« Surface and shoulder condition
As expected, most of the independent variables had negative cor-
relations with the accident rate* The most surprising aspect of
this study was the low correlations that actually existed be-
tween the independent variables and the dependent variables*
Only 1*91 percent of the variance in the accident rate was ex-
plained by the independent variables used in the study* The
standard error of the equation was in excess of 5*00, indicating
that the equation is practically worthless for predicting acci-
dent rates*
Ritcent rdseftrch by Kulinazzi and Michael (13) » although
destllns with urban art^rlala, produced a series of linear re-
gression a:odels relating accident rates to design characterise
tics* In this study^ tventy-six independent variables were
U6dd« On& of the conclusions reached was that accident rates
increase with increasing nusbiiirs of "friction points" per mile
(the suQ of the nuab«r of approaches to the arterial, intersec-
tions and driv®«siy8)e
Another recent study by Dart and Mann (3) exaained the re-
lationship of rural highv&y geOBstry to accident rates in
Louiaianse Thi@ study included 2kS sections of rural roadway
varying in length from 1 to 17 aileso The analysis of these 2i)-6
sections^ with respect to total accidents, yielded the following
hierarchy of importance (all first order interactions):
1* Traffic volume and pavement cross slope
2« Traffic conflicts and traffic volume
3* Lane widths and traffic conflicts
k» Traffic volume and horizontal alignment
5« Shoulder width and horizontal alignment
6o Traffic volume and trucks
The mathematical model tends to indicate that kS percent of the
variation in data is explained by the factors used in the study.
This follows closely to what DeSilva ik) said in 1942* He
stated, "The roadway may contribute directly to accidents, or an
accident may result from a number of causes which may be traced
to an inherent deficiency in the road. Accidents which are di-
rectly caused by "defects'* in the roads are believed to number
10
froa 3 "i-o ^0 percidiit of all accidents. If wa Include all accl-
donta in wMch a fault ^&7 h<£Vo been on« of the contributing
causos, it ia conceivable tbat 15 to 1^0 percent of accidents may
be trace^stble dirsctly or Indirectly to the roads*"
Skewed Distributioae
The literat;ire search was continued to determine if vork
had previously b^en performed to locate skewed distributions or
if aay vsork k&d been don® to correlate speed distributions with
accidont iTrequencieaa Th® need for research correlating skewed
distributions with accident frequency is brought out in a report
prepared for the Minnesota Highway Departnaent by the 3H Coapany*
The authors of this report use this analogy to describe the need
for such research^ '"Monitoring the distribution of vehicle
epesde to predict accidents is like taking a patient's tempera-
ture or blood pressure* It Indicates the health of the patient
without having to wait for hia to die to know that he was sick."
(12» p^gs 37)
The only other work in this field is a study undertaken by
the Ohio Highway Department entitled^ "Th® Effects of Speed
Zoning on Traffic Operations"* Hk) This study discusses in
length the various aethods of speed zoning and the drawbacks of
each aethod* It also eoapares speed distributions prior to and
after speed zoning was initiated* The results indicated that
speed zoning did not have a significant effect on speed distri-
butions in fill cases*
11
Factors AffoctlnK Speed Dletributlona
Several books and atudiee eucii a« Traffic Engineering by
Matson, Smith and Eur<l, develop factors which can affoct speed
distribution curves* (11) These factors Include:
!• Ddslres of the) road user




7e Tiia© of day
Previous 8pe©d«&ccid®nt studies tend to be priaarily con-
cerned «ith the correlation of absolute speed and accident fre-
quency. (10 J15 J 16 9 13) Thes© reports tend to agree on a correla-
tion between accident frequency and absolute speed, but none





Malysis of Ea:i@tia;g Studies
A closet exaialaatiOKi oi' prsvio'as atudles lavolviag the road
g^oaetry-accideiit occttrreac© relatioashipj iadicat&s that ao one
h&B hei&& successful in tyi^g down &cctd&XktB to & particular geo-
metric desiga® Belaoat (1), im his etudy^ concluded that the
appar&at advantag©® of widti* slaouldere &r@ aore thiaa offset by
th@ tesideacy of th® driver to b® less carofal* The stateaent
falls in lia© sith a fairly coasoa occurr©j£CQis that being, an
increaa© ii* accidisat frequsacy aftwr a safety iaaprovement has
be@n put isi«
What bscomes more and iQore obvious ^ th@ further into the
literatar® on© gossj i@ that it ie not th© obviously dangerous
site that will necessarily have th© high accideiit frequency, but
rather oaa that looks aafsr to the driver than it .actually is»
If a dang@r is obvious, the driver will make adequate compensa-
tion for ita If it ±a not^ he does not know hov much, if any,
coiap©nsatio:i h& ahould ssakew
Road g30Bi©try is a factor in the occurrence of accidents,
however
1^
the say the driver perceives and analyses the situation
ahead oi' him is what dotemiaes if an accident will occur. If a
driver is able to analyse the situation properly and make the
aeceseetry adjustmoiita in direction and -epeed, he will probably
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not have an eecidsntd Ity however, he improperly cmalyzea the
situation ahead ^ i»e«, he beli&ves it is safer than it is, he
will likely upt soke adoqustts edjUistiaents in his driving and may
be "ov©r coEiaitted" into &n accideat*, He may also perceive the
situation to h& mord dangerous than it actually is and "ovei*
coEpeneate" tor it» T'niG could also lead to an accidents in
particular a TesiT siud collision, as a person following might be
perceiving th® situation dirfersatly©
Th@ RoIq of PareoTotioa
What eractly is this term perception? The unabridged dic-
tionary givos many choices,, but the one best suited to this re-
search iS} "'the &'^&£'@n.Qisa of the elaaeats of the environment
through physical sensation*^. At least two elements are involved
in perception:
lo A physical sensation such as vision, hearlj:)g or touch
2« M a'^areness or recognition of what that physical sen-
S£ition Beans coiaparsd with other physical sensations
received by th© driver
In the case of vision, it is not just an i^age on the retina,
but a recognition and interpretation of that iaage that go to
make up perception^
In driving, the chief physical sensation received by the
driver is a visual one« Other senses play minor, but in some
cases important roles* For the purpose of this concept, it will
be considered that the driver gets his information and perceives
the hazards ahead visually. He perceives his speed in
14
rolatioasJbilp to otSier objects vi&ualiy by tho cfeasaglag roadway
p®rap&ctiv@ aind visually by ra-Ierriag to hiu Qp«>;»doa«st(jr* He
m&kes judgiai&Bts of the spcKdd a^d dista&ce of other objects visu-
ally«
The Pore&ptioa Concept
Tha study of drivers'' raactloaa to a. da:ag6rou£( eituation
h&B b^&n previously UBd®rt&k@& by v&riouis liidividuals« Tbs fol-
lowing p0rceptio&»spa®d concept ia bss<£d on th@s@ studies scad
d@fin@a the events leading up to an accident by tha considera-
tion of a driver" 3 p©rc«ption and his eubsaqasnt reaction to
various points a&d times in apac®«
Figure nuiaber 1 sho^e th& various points and sonss to b@
definsd in tha davalopnent of th@ p@re@ption-@pe@d concepts As
a vehiel© movea do^m a ro^ids there i@ an ar«&a of cossuLtted ao-
tion that lies ahead of ite This aotion can be broken down into
four distinct £on@a ba@@d on a driver^a perception, reaction,
and the physical characteristic a of the v©hicl<5» Zone 1 repre-
sents the distance traveled during the lainiama perception tiffle,
ssone 2 the distance traveled during the Blniauffl decision time,
zone 3 the minisium distance traveled during redaction tine and
zone k the minimum committed motion area of the vehicle after
the avoidance force (either braking or steering) has been sade»
Zone if out to arc S, represents the minimum stopping distance
for the vehicle based on vehicle speed and weight, brake effi-







X - HAZARD 1
T - TRUE POINT
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FIGURE 1, PERCEPTION MODEL
Oa th» right of the fiijura la a bos X, w'nich Indicates a
hasard of soae sorto This could be as actual hazard or a poten-
tial haaaird suck ae an iaxtors^ctionj, a cu2-ve^ & csir ahead start-
ing to alow, otc»
Point T is tho tru® pointy th© laet possible point at which
action can bs initiated to avoid ike hasarde It is the point of
no return and is defined by the ^ont^ of coi^mitted motion and by
the la«s of physics© Action initiated aftc/r point T to avoid
the hazard aay help in injury reduction » but will not b© effec-
tive in avoiding the accident completelytt Point H is the saental
point and is the driver^® perception of the true point* ThiB is
where th© driver believes the point of no return is. Point k is
the action point or the point where the driver decides he %rill
actually take action^ Points M and A are ehovn as points for
the sake of eiEplicityj they in fact are probably perceived by
the drivers mm being areas» Also this laodel represents just one
instant i^ time, in the dynaiaic situation, the various points
y
the cosmitted ^one of motion, and the driver's perception of the
relationships are changing frosa second to seconda
Taking these defined points we can readily Bake some gener-
alisations about their placement based on a knowledge of husan
behavior* As a driver proceeds do^n a road, he is continuously
setting points A and M ahead. At times, the driver nay be very
conscious of his search for perceptual clues, while at other
times, awareness is almost at the subconscious levels
The distance between points T and M is termed perceptual
error* The driver's mental point M can be ahead or behind the
17
true poiat T aad ia tha cbh-j of no p«rcept;iol arror, it coin-
cides ^Ith point T*
Tho dist&ncd botweon til's sio&tal point M and tlii^ action
point A i£! defined &e tho aiargin for error «) Point A or tlis ac-
tion point i@ Eilvays placed by tha driver in front of the* ;a<bint&l
point M« For the driv««r to place his action point beyond his
santal point would indicate that the driver y£s dslibsr&tsly
looking for an &ccid®nt«
It is the interaction between points T uad Hj th«8 percep-
tual «3rror^ and points H and A, ssargin for «»rror, that will de-
tar£!in@ if an accident will in fjact occur « Thr;>e p&rticul&r
situatioaa &r@ ©hown in Figure 2« As long as th«9 action point A
±& pieced in front of the true poiat Tj no accident will occur*
If th@ drivsr i&akes a perceptual mist&k® and places his is&nt^gil
point bsyond th@ true point, ho still saay not h£iTQ ssn accident
if his aaargin for error is adequ&tso This is usually the situa-
tion if th@ perceptual error i@ not Isirgeo
The unsafe conditions , as ishown in Figures Z^ result from
the action point being placed beyond the true pointe Usually
ther® are three reasons for this situations
!• Ths driver allove a small margin for drror, iee»» hiis
action point A is close to his mental point M. This
situation allocs for only very small perceptual errors
by the driver.
2e The driver makes such a large perceptual error that even
a large margin for error will not prevent an accident
3* The failure of the driver to set up his mental points
18
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FIGURE 2, SAFE, UNSAFE OR SUICIDAL SITUATIONS
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as ho drives eloug, le««, the driver may be daydreaa-
Ing, falling fialeep, drvmk or passing on a hill or
curves
The third part of Figur© 2 ehowa the siiicidai act« la this
act the drlvGr places hi® si&at^l point stxid t'h.®^. dellbiurately
does aot employ ki;>s action poiat u^til h@ has passed the mental
poiutv
consid®riag perceptioa th© folIov?iag poiats could be
1» Pareeptual error is th© proaimat© cause of moat pre-
v©Btable accid©ats» It is th© factor cosaaoa to most
accidents out of a ayriad of other factors poselblo in
the ehaia of cause and ^ff&ct« It is the huaaa pre-
crash factor* MargiB for error ie not an accident
cause g but rather a defense^ asselloratin^^ action that
does in fact prevent many accidentss There are^ of
course p audden cataclyeisie failures, ouch as a h^sirt
attack or a blow out^ that can cause loss of controls
In these special cases pereeptionj a& it is being con^
aidered in this research, does not play a Eiajor role«
For th© great majority of accidentSg however j, percep-
tual error is the cause and the coisaon factor present*
2* This perception concept indicates that accidents can be
prevented by increasing the aorgin for error and by
Baking the perceptual error as esall as possible* In->
creasing the margin for error has been the focus of
Bost accident prevention aethods tried to date* The
20
success of this isdthod to dnt& kas beea rather q-ae8->
tio&al>le* lacraasisig tlid ist&rglsi for error is usually
too restriotlvoi for most driv<0ra«> £&Cu driver aas a
built i£i risk levol th&t is a p&rt of his own personal-
ity. Tfeusj it is not practical to try to get ail dri-
vers to driT«i ultr&coBisorvativ^ly &L1 the ti:Qo« 0&&
Biethod that has be®::! tried is to aak® situations oii the
ro&d seeffi mor£» d£ingirroua thaz^ th^y actually &r@e How-
ever ^ it seesiSi that the driver ^oon ad;^uats aBd compt^^in-
S£itda for situations that ei'S®:^ unreasonable a For dza&-
pie, a warning sign ru^ding 15 a»peha on a curve that
can bo driven i^O will usually be disregarded.
The Affect of Sp@@d
A driver ° 6 ap&ed is one of the imost important factors in
his visual perception of his situation and the situation in
front of hia* Speed aff©ctas
If, The margin for error
2« The number of siicmltsmsous dscisions
3» The length and width of the fisld of view (increased
speod lengthens and narrows this field)
k« The apparent motion between objects
3c The drivers'' 8 alertness
6» Where the driver looks
Too little speed can cause a danger obstacle to the rear of
the slov vehicle. It can also reduce the apparent relative no-
tion between objects and backgrounds, thus making speed and
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diroctloa judgaeata moro dii'ficult^ Too llttla speed caa also
affoct driver alartoSfciB by c^ueiig tn» driver to focus Ms eye
atteatiOM clouarj waora the sotion contrast i& tha greatest.
Thie can create a taadency for tiio drlvar to iacorractiy p©r-
ceivd fa@t £ippro£ichlug dlstaat ob^ctctae (10)
Too aucli spiaadj oa th«i other haadj increasas tho severity
of collieionSj, th© naiaber of siauitaaeous decisioitii; and creatos
a t&adt^Bcy to lengti^^n aad sorrow th@ coae of visioa* Hl^bi
speed also v®iocitia©s th© driver causing objects to bluTj, mus-
ing thdia lejss d®t©ctablo &&d coaspicuouao
Th« research studic»i3 correlatiag accidisnt frequency with
gpeod (14jl5jl892l) tsnd to iadicat® that speed is Invarely re-
lated to aceld©nt frequency up to about th® m«an 3p®@de (Fig. 3)
Beyond this point it corr©l®t©s po6itiv.aly# Restating this
another ways @lG^@r.j or high@r thsn ssean epeoda contribute sig*
aificaatly to accident freqaency, while speeds around th© aeaa
contribut* l®sffl to. accident frequaacy* In oth&r isordsj accident
fr®qvi®acy potential appear® to iacr®aao for those drivers who




FIGURE 3, ACCIDENT FREQUENCY AS A FUNCTION OF VEHICLE SPEEDS
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THEORY & PLAK OF STUDY
Theory
If th© perc&ptio&ocspesd concept is tru;bj it should be pos-
sible to use it to dsvslop a m^£a@ of pr&dicti&g wh<&7© ficeiddnts
will occur* Co&sid®r a particular poiat on a givQn str&tch of
two-Ian© rural stat© M.glaway© The laws of probability would
tead to iadicat® that,, If gives ©aough iieaeured vehicle spaede,
oa© would ©spect to fiad a aoraal distributioa at that point
«
This normal distribatlon wottld b® c©at@r©d about & B©aa speed*
(Fig» k) Th© slower th® sean speed, th© merrossr oa© would ex-
pect to fiad the distributioa about the @@aad Th@ Bsaa speed
would undoubtedly vairy froa point to poiat^ but oa « «hol© th©
distributions would renaia oss©atially aoraal trnlees soaa© other
factor ^as affectlag the situatioa*
Th© literature search has iadicat®d that in & eituatioa
Qhore fill drivore «r@ abl* to ddtermiasi and @v«lufits the loc^il
coaditioas under free flow, the resultiag ep@ed diistribution
would b@ normal and show ao skevness* This can be attributed to
each driver choosing a "best" speed based on his individual
evaluation of the various factors associated with differeat
speeds* If all drivers were to evaluate these factors ia the
same way, the resultaat speed distribution would be a siagle













FIGURE 4» NORMAL SPEED DISTRIBUTION
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It is a fact that spoods do aot .approach «i single valuu func-
tion, but rathdr a nor&i&l dietributlou fibcut a me«in*
This raault^uat norual distribution csn ds attributed to
Qainly t«o thinge» T'htii flr@t is tha ^Tfict th&t thore ar« certain
factors associated with travoling that cannot be a:^r@se«d in
laonetarj termae Th& fxctore of coafort^ ccnvdni&nce or service
are exsiiplee of such coets» Slncd th@s@ factors cazinot b& qx-
prseaed on th® aaiae seal© as opsrationel costs, accident costs
and tiise costs (th@ thr@3 costs generally associated with anal-
ysis), it is difficult to determine & true total cost of travel.
Each drivor detersines th® balance between the coafort, conven-
ience find cost factors on an individual basise For exasple, &
person who considers tlse costs to be such greater than opera-
tional costs say have a tendency to travel stt higher than the
mean speed* For sost drivers, this balance vill put his vehicle
speed near the oe&n speedy however, a siaall number will deviate
significantly froa this speed.
The s&cond factor ^hieh precludes a single value function
is that aan Is not purely an eeonoalc entity, and thus ai^y
theory based purely on economics is not realistic* The two fac-
tors are related In the sense that it aay be these conslders-
tlons of coafort, convenience, etc*, that aakes aan a soclfil
rather than an eeonoalc entity*
If the relative value each individual driver places on the
different costs of transportation. Including the factors of coa-
fort, convenience and service does not change as the drivers
enter different sections of the highway, then the distribution
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of spatsdA vlll cct chaii.g& with loc&tlCi£» If thb drivore c&&
prop<«rly «rvaluat# tkd vs^latioaa in t'hiia& -ISictGrsi \^itl£ thm
varisitio&is la tine situations that thoy aGcttg the p£traffletor£) of
t]]te dietributio& will ehssLg^^ but th@ shsput of tk» divtribaticc
itiself will s^ot«
U&d@2r fr&d jflou eoaditiosaa, tlbii^ acriaal sp6@d distribution
in f&ct dods not «iixist fit all poi]3tei on rur&l higk^cys^ The
pr&iaiee tliat the variation in diatribetionti^ \shich do occur, is
the reiattit of tha driver ^@ inability to properly tsivaluats th&
eitusitiosti^ i@ the baisi^ for th@ hypothssis developed in tU@
tli@@i@o It id hy^oth®Bl'md th&t;
Areas of highwsygi ©zMbiting & tsk^wed ep&ed distrib^i-
tlon during fr@@ flos conditionsj^ £r@ srocs ^ksr®
drivers are ^ving p&rc@ptisal difficultii^is and ar@
t2ius point® of high accidisnt potsntiffil^
Tin® particular p&ram^tsr of & distribution t^at w&b ts3@d in
tM@ r@8e&rel;i ±& ak^mi&BB» Sk@wn®@£i is defined by Yulig and
Kendall a@, '^thd cas© of frequency distributions tiaat decr@a@d
ifltb m&rk@dly greater rapidity on one eide of the maxlmm thsin
on thci oth@)r« A normal curv® ie on® wl^er® tiaa distribution on
on@ sido of the Boan ia esssntielly tMs isirror iiaags of thst on
th« othttr sidQA** {23t pags 137)
Two possibl* skews aay appearo A ake« loft ^ould tend to
indieate soae drivers were perceiving the area to be ffior<» dan-
gerous than it actually ie, and thus are overcoapensating for
it* (Fig. ^) A skew right would tend to indicate sose drivers
are perceiving the area to be safer than it actually is and are

























FIGURE 6, POSITIVE SKEW SPEED DISTRIBUTION
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Plaa of Study
Various raseareh studies havo indicated that perceptual
difficuXtlea cause m&ny accidents* The basic hypothesis to be
tested by this research is that these points of perceptual dif-
ficulty and thus points of high accident potential , can be loca-
ted by a deviation fro& a noriaal speed distribution curve
«
In order tc verify or deny this hypothesis, the following
test procedure v&s devised:
1* Test sites vers selected on the basis of their previous
accident histories* Thi^se aites 'ere divided into high
and lov accident frequency categoriesc
2* At each of the selected sites^ spot speeds were taken
and eospiled to get & speed distribution curve for e&ch
site.
3» At certain @it@Sg speed data ^slq tak&n both during the
day and at night, and on both sides of the road*
k» The resultant speed distributions for the lov accident
sites were checked for noriaalcy to validate the normal
speed distribution at most points assusiptiong
5* All the speed data «ere correlated with the respective
accident data to determine if a correlation between the
type of distribution curve and the accident frequency
did in fact exist*
6* Day and night conditions were compared to determine if
there was a significant deviation in the driving habits
of people during the day as coapared to night*
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7* Dlroctional dats were coap&rod to diateralna If tbs
p«reeptual difficulty was for only ons dirttction of




Beeauae of t^(d prdsvace of nuB^rous two-lftsie rural highvaya
ISL Tippdcaao@ Countj^ and becauss of tb©ir v&risd alignsaeiata and
accideat histories » all study loeatiozis ward svtlectdd fro& with*
1& ths cou&ty» Four highways war® considorad for this researeht
Stata Bout@3 25s) 26 » 36 smd k3»
Aeeidsnt data for th@£i@ routes w^rs avsiilabla through tb@
Indiana Stat® Police Po@t in West L&f£y®tt@» Accident data for
1972 and th@ first half of 19?3 v@rd us@d in th« aal@etion of
test sites* Ar&aig with one or no aecid@nts during the past 18
months were considered ae low accid@nt areas and those with five
or Bore as high accident areas* This criteria w&s established
following sub^(dctiv@ rsvie^ of all the accident reports for the
county* It should bs noted that in all cases ^ t'&Q accident
occurrence vas within a band approxisatQly one quarter Kile on
either side of the reference location. In addition, the
accident histories shoved no predominate direction of travel for
accident occurrence*
State lioute 25 exhibited an unusually high accident fre-
quency history* This could be partly attributed to the align-
Bent of the road vhich contains nuaerous horieontal and vertical
curves* This constantly changing alignaent could be causing
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drivers to hsT® perceptual dlfflculti&s* Thrae sites were cho-
e@n for etudy aloitg this route* Flviii' sites ^e«re chosen on State
Koute 36 end two sites were chosen on both State Route 26 and
Stat® Boute 43o (Fi^« ?) M.1 te@lYs iBit®s w®re chosen on the
basis of th&ir alignoi®nt and psist 2bccide>nt history* Detailed
drawings of each steady site are included in the Appendix* Per-
tinent data concerning th@ sites are shown in Table 1*
Site nuisber one is located on St&t<£ I^oute 26 » approxiaately
halfway betw€)@n the entrance to Heritage Estates Subdivision and
County Hoad 500E® This location is approximately on© Eile east
of the intersection of I«65 and Stat© Souta 26* The allgniaent
at this site Is level and tang©nte The roadway is asphalt with
lanes approxissately 12 feet wld@9 The shoulders are unpaved and
at places there is up to a 4 ii^ch drop off fros ths paveaenti,
The posted speed lliait at the tia© of testing was 65 ffl*p*h*
This area has experienced seven accidents during the period froB
June 1968 to June 1973 » and no accidents from January 1972 to
June 1975
•
Sit© number two is located on Stat® Route J«.39 approximately
one half mil® south of County Soad 500S« The alignaient at this
area is level and tangente The road surface is asphalt with
lanes approziaaately 12 feet widsu The shoulders are xmpaved«
Approximately one quarter mile north of the test site exists a
sfflall subdivision with several entrance roads« The posted speed
limit at the tise of testing was 63 a»Poh* The area has had
seven aceidenta during the period from June 1968 to June 1973
»
and no accidents during the period January 1972 to June 1973*
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SITE LOCATION HISTORY I DATA COLLECTED




































* AT TIKE OF TEST
•« SITES ADDED k-Vk (AFTER SPEED LIMIT CHANGE TO 55 M.P.K,)
Dl DATA TAKEN FOR ONE DIRECTION OF TRAVEL
D2 DATA TAKEN FOR BOTE DIRECTIONS OF TRAVEL
ALIGNMENT
2
1 - HORIZONTAL CURVE
2 - TANGENT




Site noBbar three is located ou State Boute 3S, approxi-
mately one half mile northwest of the intersection with
Newcastle Road* The roadway alignment through this area is
rolling and taageat« The roadway surface is asphalt, with lanes
approximately 11 feet wide* Three-foot paved shoulders exist on
both sides of the rosd throughout th€) test section* The area
has had 10 accidents during the ye^ra of June 1968 to June 1973,
vith one accident in the period between January 1972 and June
1973* The posted speed limit at the ti^^e of testing was 53
a*p«h*
Site number four is located on State Boute 23 between the
intersection of County Road 300N and Connie Drive* This parti-
cular area is on & downgrade and a horizontal curve* The road
surface is asphalt, with lanes approxlsaately 12 feet wide* A
new subdivision is developing in the area and deceleration lanee
for right hand turns are provided* The posted speed limit
through this area at the time of testing was 60 S2*p*h* This
area has had a high accident history ^ with 67 accidents recorded
during the period between June 1968 and June 1973* with twelve
occurring during the last 18 months of this period.
Site number five is located on State Route 25, approximate-
ly one quarter mil© east of the intersection with State Route
223* The site is on a downgrade and a horizontal curve with re-
ference to the direction of travel tested* The road is asphalt
with lanes approximately 12 feet wide* The shoulders are un-
paved* The posted speed limit through this area at the time of
data collection was 60 B*p*h« The area has a high accident
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Mtttory, aost boing iadtie&d by vehicles oitber ontaring or leav»
Ing State Roate 223* Th» urea had 35 accldon'ca durl&s tho fiv«
year accldo&t history ssaroh and eight during the eighteen-month
history period
«
Sit© nufflb©r six is at the intersection of Stato Route 38
and Newcastle Bo^di, jaouthe&st of Lafayette* The site is level
and on a horizontal curv@o No^castl® Ro&td intdreects with S«Rs
38 in & "T" inter@6ictioa about &;idway in th@ horizontal curves
The roadway is asphalt, ^ith lanes iapproxisiately 12 feet v^ide*
The should@rs ar@ paved approxiisately 5 f@@ta The posted speed
lisait at th@ ti&e of dsita collection w&b 33 mePeh« The location
has h&d tw&nty»six accid«$nts during the five year atudy period,
'sith five occurring during the l@@t IS sionths of the periods
This 8it€» is located approximately on@ half mile southeast of
site QUBb@r thr<&@«
Site number seven is located near the intersection of State
Route 38 and Harding Ro&do Harding Road, much like N«ivca@tl@
Road, intersects Stat© Rout© 38 in "T" intersection at about the
midpoint of the horizontal curves State Rout@ 38, at the test
site 9 is level and on a horizontal cutvq^ Th@ road surface is
asphalt with lanes approsisately 10 feet wide« The should^iirs
are unpaved« The posted speed liait at the time of &&t& collec-
tion was 6^ si«p»htt Th@re have been 19 accidents at this site
over the five ysar study period with five occurring during the
last eighteen months of the period*
Site number eight is near the intersection of State Route
Z3 and County Road 200N* This particular site is in close
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vicinity to tha lnt«r8«ctioa of £t&ti» Routa 23 and I-6^* Ap-
proximately 100-200 rest north&UBt of t^s test ictttrsoction.
State Route 23 widens out to form thd i&tsrchango vith I-65*
The test area is l«»vol aad tangent except for the ^ridening for
the 1-65 interch^LUge* The pavement ie asiphalt transitioning in-
to concrist© at the widened portion* There are no paved shoul-
ders silong the stsphalt section » however , thoy do exist along the
widened section» Thie leection of roadway fro^ ^est of County
Hoad 200N to east of the 1-65 interchange has experienced 51
accidents during the 3 yoar study period and 15 during the 18
month period
e
Site number nine is located near the intersection of State
Route k3 ^Ad County Road 3OOS9 This area is level and tangent,
although there i£ a horizontal curve «pproxlmat@ly 200 feet to
the south* The area imiaediately adjacent to this section of
roadway is residential and there are a number of driveway inter-
sections* The roadway is asphalt, approximately 12 feet in
width* The shoulders are unpaved* This section of rosdvay has
experienced 32 accidents during the five year study period and 6
during the IS sonth period*
Sit© number ten is near the inters@ction of State Route 26
and County Road 9OOE0 Through this area, the alignuent of State
Route 26 is a reverse curve ^ith a short tangent all on a rela-
tively level grade* County Road 90OE intersects State Route 26
on the tangent portion between the reverse curves* The roadway
through the test area is asphalt, approximately 12 feet wide
with no paved shoulders* This area has a low accident history
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shoving ^ accidents during the study years and 1 accident be-
tween January of 1972 and June 1973«
Site number eleven is on State Boute 38 near the intersec-
tion with County Road 950E. State Route 38 through this area is
on A horizontal curve and a level grades County Road 950E in-
tersects State Route 38 at about midpoint of the horizontal
curve a A small residentiSLl area is developing to the north of
the site* This residential araa is producing numerous driveways
connecting to State Route 38 « The posted @p3@d liailt through
the section %a@ 33 s«peh« at tha time of testing* The roadway
is asphalt, approximately 10 feet in widths The shoulders are
unpaved* The area ha@ had 6 fitccidsnts during the five year his-
tory search and none during ths last 13 months of the history.
Site number twelve Is near the intersection of Ross Road
and State Route 38» When approaching from the west going east,
Ross Road angles off to the right forming a *'Y" intersection.
At that point the alignment of State Route 38 curves off to the
left* The area is developed, with a roller rink existing in the
triangular portion of the Intersection and with new residential
development to the north* About one half mile to the west is
the entrance to Tipp@cano@ Mall, K-Hart aind other buislnesses*
The roadway through this area la 12 feet wide and asphalt*
Three-foot paved shoulders are in exlstance throughout* The
posted speed limit at the time of testing was 50 m*p*h« There
have been 11 accidents during the five year accident history
used and 1 during the final 18 months of the history*
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T«Bt Procedui'®
The test procedtire vas deeigndd as a method of determining
the relationship that eslsts between locations of high accident
occurrence and the normality of the speed distribution. Since
the normality of a distribution is not a variable «hich can be
quantified I but one which can only be classified, the required
analysis is a test of differences between classes. The two
classes to be used are normal and skewed, as determined at the
95% level by analysis of skewness. The 95% level was chosen be-
cause of its use in numerous previous studies* (Iifyl5,l6,17)
Several important assumptions need to be stated at this
point* The first one is that all factors involving the vehicle
and the roadway were assumed to be constant at each test site*
Each test site has its own imique characteristics! i*e*, roadway
alignment and signing* These factors are constant for every ve-
hicle entering the particular test section* By insuring that
the factors controlled by the environment such as light, pave-
ment wetness, visability, etc*, are relatively constant for all
vehicles, the only variable left that determines a vehicle *6
speed through th& area is the driver and his perception of the
situation ahead of him* Although the driver ^s maximum speed is
pretty much influenced by the posted speed limit, he will pro-
ceed at a speed at which he feels comfortable*
The second assumption deals with the reaction of the driver
to a particular situation* It is assumed that a driver will
maintain essentially a constant speed while driving down a road*
When a particular situation presents itself to the driver, he
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vill make an appropriate adjuetaent in his epeod. He viill then
naintain an adjusted epeed until ha has safaly passed the prob-
lea area or area of uncertainty* He will then adjust his speed
to the original speed at which he was going. (Fig* 3) For the
purpose of this research, it is assumed that a driver will main-
tain essentially & constant speed through the perceptual diffi-
culty area* This area corresponds to th@ area or band of acci-
dents as pr@Tiously defined in the Study Locations subsection*
Using this assuaption, speed data taken anywhere within the
accident band should reflect the constant true speed of the dri-
ver through the area* The use of speed data outside of the
accident band would give variable speeds in @ither an aecellera-
tion or a decelleration transition sone*
Data were collected in the fora of vehicular epeed observa-
tion8« Individual speeds of vshicles passing through the test
section for sites one through seven were recorded with the use
of an Esterllne Angus 20-Pen Recorder* (Fig* 9) Speed data for
these sites were collected in July and August of 1973* The
speed recording equipment is a continuous recording apparatus
which is capable of recording the occurrence of twenty events
siBultaneously* The recording ueciaaniam is electrically oper-
ated and the drive mechanism is a si@chanical wind up systea*
The drive mechanism has Interchangeable gears to allow the re-
corder to be used at various drive speeds* For the purposes of
this research) a speed of 12 inches/minute, the fastest drive
speed without the use of a separate electrical drive, was used*
Each of the twenty pens of the recorder is activated by the
^1
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FIGURE 9, TYPICAL EQUIPMENT SET UP
k3
opening and closing of an el@ctric&l circuit connected to it*
In this research y pneumatic tubes were uaed as roadway detec-
tors* These tubes vere connected to relay boxes vhich contained
a diaphraffl that opezn&u and closed with the impulse of a car
crossing the tubeso This opening and closing of the diaphram in
the relay box opened and closed the circuit in the 20-Pen Re-
corder ^ causing the actuation of the pens to record the event.
One pen ^&a used for a vehicle entering the trap and a second
pen was used when the vehicle left the trape This activity was
recorded on the continuous recording paper of the 20-Pen Record-
er by two m&rks along the continuous tracks of the pens« These
marks ^ere separated by & distance which is proportioned to the
speed of the vehicle going through the trap*
Although the tubes vsre visible to the approaching motor-
ist, no appreciable reaction by the motorist was noted* Care
was taken to insure that all other equipment was hidden so as to
minimize the biasness of the sample* It was determined through
the literature search that sp«aed movements should be measured
within about 3 m»p&h8 Since the 20-?©n Recorder was operated at
its fastest drive sp@ed, the speed trap was large enough (176
feet) to allow speed measurements within 5 ft*/sec* (3»4 m*p*h*)
It has been previously stipulated that only free flow data
would be used in the analysis for this research* Since queues
form rather frequently on rural state highways, a method was
needed to distinguish a vehicle traveling under free flow condi-
tions from one which was being Influenced by a preceding vehicle*
The 176 foot trap was an equivalent distance of approximately 10
kk
car lengths, which was conaidsred a Taiclams spscing aecessery to
fflalntaln free flow, therefore It yi»B decided to eliminate any
d«ta of a vehicle that eatered the trap prior to the preceding
vehicle leaving the trap* With this criteria;, only the speed of
the first car in a queue v&e used as data* Any other data froB
cars in the queue were not usedo In some instances, a vehicle
entered the trap froia a nearby drivoisay or roadway and had not
yet reach&d its free flow speed « These vehicles vere noted on
the recording paper and the data from thea was not usede
Data were collected from thre© study sites (five, six &
£@iven) during nighttime hourse These data were compared to the
data acquired during daytios© hours to see if a significant dif-
ference in the distribution had occurred
^
During th© Bsoath of April in 1974 » additonal sites were
selected and data collectede IJnlike the data collection method
for sites one through seven, the data for the ne^ sites, eight
through twelve, vere collected using a radar unito Radar mea-
sures vehicle speeds using what is known as the "Doppler
Effect", that is th© measureaent of the difference be tureen a
wave length emitted from the apparatus as compared to the wave
length received when reflected back off of a passing vehicle*
This laethod is accurate in measuring vehicle speeds to the near-
est one ffiile per hour, slightly better than obtainable using the
20-Pen Recorder equipment* The radar equipment was also consid-
erably easier to set up and easier to screen from detection*
The one problem area was the elimination of data from vehicles
in a queue* With the 20-Pen Recorder ,< this was a fairly easy
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matter* With the radfiir^ this elimination w&a made visually on a
judgQent basis* Upon watching the vehicle streas for a aiaall
poriod of tia©j this Jiadsffi©at decision bacaae considerably easi-
er to m&k&« Data wi©ro coll©ct©d at sit© eight and nino during
nighttime hours and at all sites in both direction of travel
^
Statistical luialyeis
The collsction and compilation of data can be a useless
task unless meaningful tests are applied to insure the signifi-
cance of the data* This prograa of teats can also give indica-
tions if sufficient and complats data are present and what addi-
tional d&ta ±B necessarye
The first statistical test necessary was one to insure that
the sample size was adequate to be statistically significant*
Walpol© and Meyers state if the s&ispiej mean x is used as an es-
timate of the population mean n , ws can be ( l— <=<) 100% confident
that the error will be less than a specified amount e,^hen the




where 2 is a aoraal random variable with aean aero and
variance one and \r is th© standard deviation of the popula-
tion*
For this particular test, and for all further tests j a 95% con-
fidence limit «&£ used* The value of "e" «as selected to be
2*5 fte/sec, which is one half of the 5 ft./sac* interval used
to group the data* Walpole and Meyers state that the sample
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standard ddTiation "S** c&n be uced as «a estlaate of th« popula-
tiofi st&jadard devi&tiosi if thd saiapla eizt» is equal or
greater thaa 30« (12)
Analysis of a set of trial d&ta indicated ralues of the
•aaple et&Bd&rd deviation to be around 9 fto/sec», therefore it
was assumed that the maximum standard deviation for all t&Bt
sit&s would not exceed 10 fte/a&c» Using this valu« along with
th® values based on previous assumptions} the Miniaua saaple
@i2@ becoaes:
a a 2«5 » 7.84
n s 61*46} say 62
Following the determination of the minimum sample size, all
sites wer6 %<£>Sw@d and the data obtained «ere compiled to find
the values of the sample Esean x and the standard deviation S.
Once these values were determined^ it was necessary to classify
the speed distribution curves of each site according to the a-
mount of skewness each one exhibited* Skewness can be defined
&s the departure of the frequency-distribution from symjaetry,
A measure of the aoiount of skewnoss in a population is giv-
ea by the average value of (x - ju.) taken over the entire popu-
lation© This quantity is called the third moment about the
sean* Ii^ low values of z are bunched close to the mean xi^ but
high values extend far above the mean, this indicator will be
positive since th© large positive contributions of (x - a) »
when X exceeds A> will predominate over the smaller negative
contributions of (x - ja)^, when x is less than r« Populations
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with nogatlve skewness in which t'iiii lo^e;'' tstil is tho extended
one 9 oro alco siicoui^t&rado In ord«r to saake this iaeasu^'e ind«-
pand«at of the Bc&le on which the data is recorded, it is divid-
3
ed by "ST • The resultant of this manipulation is called the co-
©ffici«»at of sk©«/aes3* Mathea^tically this is given by:
p
and Bip = 5[ (^ " ^) M
The values of tiiis coofficient can vary between -1 and +1,
A value of zero indicates symmetry and thus no skewness of the
distribution* The greater the deviation from zero^, either in
the positive or neg&tiv© direction ,» the greater the amount of
skewnesa the frequency distribution curve exhibit0«
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
The overall plazt for the anmlyelB of data Is as follows:
le Ddteri^ins th@i miniamc sise of the sample to give sta-
tistically signific£tnt results* This was accomplished
in the previous section*
Zm Calculate the speed parameters for ©ach test site
(mean speed s X, standard deviation = Sj, coefficient
of skewness s C.S*)*
3e Verify the us© of »100 as the boundary point between
normal distributions and non-normal or skewed distribu-
tions*
ko Compare day and night data at the sites where both were
taken to determine if there is a significant change in
the coefficient of skewness*
5* Cospare directional data to determine if there is any
significant change in tha coefficient of skewness de-
pendent on the direction of travel of the vehicle*
6* Compare the average number of accidents in areas exhib-
iting normal distributions, as measured by the coeffi-
cient of skewness y with the average number occurring in
areas exhibiting skewed distributions*
7* Examine the site pair (site 3 and 6) to determine if a
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change in tbe froquency-dlstribution h«d occurred be-
tv(sen theae two sitsB*
The uliaiffluffl e&Mplo siza of the Analysis plan vae calculated
in the previous section* Ta@ minimum size for u sample with a
95 porcent confidence interval, a standard deviation of
10 ft«/s&c« and an error factor of 2«5 ft •/sec*, vvas foimd to be
62«
Once all of the data ^sere coll^/cted, the parsmetors sample
mean C^}, sample deviation (S)» and coefficient of skewness
(C«S«) were calculated^ A susm^ry of this data is included as
Table 3 &^d an individual analycie of each eiite ie included in
the Appsindixs For all teat sites, the value of S did not exceed
10 » thus the assumption that th@ minimum sample size as defined
in the previous sections was corrects
Deterslaatioa of tha Boundary Point So^iarating
Normal froa Non-Normal or Si^e-w&d Distributions
An examination of the accident histories and the respective
coefficients of skewness for each site seemed to indicate that
the sites could be logically classified into t^o groups* The
sites that shoved low accident histories tended to have coeffi-
cients of Skegness bettreen and -»099 ai^d those vith high acci-
dent histories greater than -olOO* For the purposes of this re-
search, it vas assumed that a skew between and -.099 would in-
dicate a normal distribution, while a skew equal to or greater
than .ttlOO \sf0uld indicate & non-normal or skewed distribution*
In order to test the validity of this assumption, the Mann-
Whitney or U-test was used* (5, page 296) This test is used to
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compare aeana of small ssusplas isk which &11 cf that d&ta does
not coi&e froci normal diatributiOi^a or have equal Btand&rd ddvla«>
tionsa In order to perforsi thd U-toi^t, which ia ssaentially
baaed on a sum o:ir tho rj:.:;iks^ It is firjst necessary to r£&k all
of th@ ^eatsxiT'smiaiiits ^jointlyj, thsit is, as if they ««re on& a&n-
pie* Since it ia th@ Giaount of ski^vnessy and not the direction
of akewness ttsit lo of concern her&^ tho absolute value of th&
skews was used*
TABLE 2













































(For th© purposes of identification , those coefficients corre-
sponding to lo\7 accident rates are ui£d«srlinQd«)
The hypothesis th&t is to b© tested is that both saiaples
come from th® same population or from equal populacionsa If
this is true 9 it stands to reason that average ranks for the two
samplas should be more or less the same*
The mean of the ranks of this first sample or the low acci-
dent area group is:
l*2 + 3-«-4 + 5 + 6 + 7+8+9/9 = 45/9 = 5
The mean of the ranks of the second sample or the high ac-








>: (*t*/«ec») s C o Ui< DISTRIBUTION
1 D&y 188 75-15 8,620 ^.084 NorBal
2 Day 161 84«91 9.065 +.064 Normal
3 Day 147 75.24 7.456 -«093 Normal
4 Day 106 63.16 7.538 +.236 Skewtdd
5 Day 115 76.48 8.376 -.123 Skewed
5 Nlgiit 126 71.78 8.589 -.229 Skewed
6 Day 120 69.00 8.215 +.217 Skewed
6 Night 115 68.43 7.846 +.331 Skewed
7 Day 96 77.65 8,704 -.123 Skewed
7 Night 93 77.42 8.489 -.216 Skewed
8 Day (Dl)* 91 67.53 8.379 +.194 Skevired
8 Day (D2)** 92 67«44 8.337 + .293 Sk@«ed
8 Night (Dl) 100 68.70 8.635 +.469 Sk^^ed
9 Day (Dl) 92 67.77 7.857 +.313 Skewed
9 Day (D2) 99 67.32 7.189 +.345 Skewed
9 Night (D2) 101 67.47 7.369 +.300 Skewed
10 Day (Dl) 90 67.94 7.107 -.027 Nori&al
10 Day (D2) 108 66.99 7.262 + .037 Noraal
11 Day (Dl) 106 67.26 7.626 + .001 Normal
11 Day (D2) 95 66.84 7.332 -.003 Normal
12 Day (Dl) 123 70.04 8.211 + .031 Norsial
12 Day (D2) 115 69.70 8.005 -.0i,.3 Norsaal
» Dl ladicatee vehicle travel direction toward Lafayette.
** D2 Indicates vehicle travel aitay from Lafayetto
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10,5 •»• 10,5 + 12 -t- 13 + 1^ + 15 ^ 16 « 1? + 18 + 19 + 20
* 21 * 22/13 » 16
If the aeaa of oiao population Is coneldorably higher than
that of the oth&r, tL® £ia:apl(£ from that population ie apt to
occupy the higher raakso The question is, ia there & eigaifi-
caat difference bet^^ten the m&ans of these sums?
The dGcisioii to use raaked sums instead of average ranks
may be based oia the statistic:
U = n, n^ * ^1 ^^ ^ ^> - R,
1 2 ^
i
where n, and n. are the sizes of the samples and H^ is the
suffl of the r&nk£ obtained for th@ first sample
«
U = (9) (13) + 2-|-^ - 45
U = 117 + 45 - 45
U = 117
Assuz^ing that the arrangement of the samples on which R-.
,
the rank sum for the first sample is based ^ is random, the sam-
pling distribution of U has a mean ju.„ = a- np/2 and a standard
deviation To = \ I ^^ n^ (a, + n^ + 1)
12
Furthermore if n. and n^ are both greater than 8, the sam-
pling distribution of U can be closely approximated with a nor-
mal curve. Using a level of significance of 0.05, the hypothe-
sis that the two samples came from equal populations can be
tested by:
If Z -^ - 1.96 or Z :> 1«96; we can reject the hypothesis
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while if - le96 ;£ S-s + l»96j we csia accept the hypotheaia*
^ « 58»5
^ « 3*4156
Z « il2«z^||»5 a 17*127298
17,127 >- l«96s, thus w© ca.a reject the hypothaele th&t the
two s&ffipl@s, thoit with low acciddut hietorles said th£tt vith high
&cci<i@2it histories J com^ from the esmq population* Based on
this calculations, th© use of •100 as th© boundary between normal
and non-noraal distributions is Justifiedo
Comparison of Co®f fici£)B.ts of Skswness
for Day and Kight Conditions
It is hypothosizsd that the coefficient of ske^ness along a
particular section of roadway will not changa significantly from
daylight to nighttime coaditioas« The average or mean speed may
change, but the overall shape of the curvs will remain essen-
tially tho Bau&»
For this testp data from sites 5s 6j 7» 8 and 9 war© used»
These five sites had vehicle speeds taken both during the day
and at night« Exaisiination of the data indicates that the mean
speed does change somewhate This change ranged from an increase
of 0.17 ft./secs. and 0«15 ft»/sec» respectively at sites 8 and
9, to a decrease ranging from 0,23 ft»/sec, at sit© 7» to ^«70
ft«/sece at site 5© (See Table k) The other portion of th© hy-
pothesis was tested to determine if there vas a significant
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since the size of th@ sample lo esiall, an appropriate me-
thod of estimating mdih&js would bo vrlth tho use of the Gosset
"Student -f* dlstributlOEo Since the coefficients of skewness
measured vere dependent om the same factors for both the day and
siiighttisie conditions, an appropriate -method of det^rsiinlns sigo
nificancis between thai sets of data would be with the cs«» of a
paired difference t®3t<» Th<£ calculations and assumptions for
this t&@t ar® shown in Tabl«<> 5« Th@ results tend to Indicate
that the data is on the border line betveea accepting or reject-
ing the hypothesis that thsre is no significant difference be-
ti?d@n the sum of the laeans at the 9^ percent confidence limito
A close examination of the data used in this test tends to
indicate that one set of data, that for site number eight, is
considerably different frosii the remaining sites. This set of
data seeas to indicate that there is a considerable change in
the amount of skeii bettseen the day and night data* This would
appear to indicate that the light conditions would have a direct
bearing on how a driver approaching this section of roadway
would perceiv&i the roadway « If this assumption is correct, more
accidents should bs occurring at this test site at night than
during th@ days The accident data as pr<&sent@d in Table 6 aes:as
to fortify this position at that sita» At this site a total of
51 accidents have occurred during the five year study period*
Of these 51 accidents, 35 or over two thirds of all the acci-
dents occurred during the hours of darkness* An examination of -
the accident data for the remaining four sites tends to reflect
-that the accident history was not substantially different during
day and night conditions although all sites with a difference
in C.S. of > + .09 did have more night accidents.
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TABLE 5
COMPAfilSONS OF COEFFICIENTS OF SKEWNESS
FOH DAY AND NIGHT CONDITIONS
SITE DAY C«S, NIGHT C^S, DIFFERENCE*
5 -.123 -.228 + .105
6 +.217 +<.332 + .115
7 -.123 -»216 +.093
8 +.194 «469 +.275
9 «-.345 + •300 -.045
«The difference reflects an absolute dlffere^nce in the skew
using the day C»S« &s the bast^^ i.^.^ &n increase in skew in
either the positive or negative direction was given a positive











X = .543/5 = .109
S =\P^ - .1135561




FIVE YEAK ACCIDENT DATA, DAY AND NIGHT
SITE DAY NIGHT TOTAL
5 16 19 35
6 12 Ih 26
7 8 11 19
8 16 35 51
9 16 16 32
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Retestlng the data using the four remaining sites in-
dicates that there was no significant difference between the
mean of the coefficient of skewness of the day data as com-
pared to the night data. (See Table 7)
What the results of these tests tend to imply is:
1. In a situation where there appears to be a consid-
erable variation between the day and night coeffi-
cients of skewness, the perception of the driver
may be significantly different dependent on the
lighting conditions. In these cases, one would ex-
pect to find a higher accident rate during nighttime
hours than during daytime hours.
Furthermore s the relationship between the change in the
C.S. of the speed distribution for day and night conditions
and accidents may have possibilities as a detection tool for
high nighttime accident locations. More data, however, is
necessary to draw further conclusions.
Comparison of Coefficients of Skewness Based on Travel Direction
It was further hypothesized that the coefficient of skew-
ness should not vary significantly with respect to the direc-
tion of travel of the vehicle. There should also be little
variation in the average or mean speed. There may be excep-
tions to this hypothesis, most likely in areas where the topo-
graphy and alignment restrict the view of the road for the
driver in one direction, but not in the other. An example might
be when the driver in one direction approaches a blind curve.
In the -iase of this type of exception, one would expect to
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TABLE 7
COMPARISONS OF COEFFICIENTS OF SKEWNESS
F03 DAY AND NIGHT CONDITIONS
SITE DAY C»S. NIGHT C.S. DIFFERENCE*
5 -.123 -.228 + .105
6 + o217 +.332 +.115
7 --123 -.216 + .093
9 ^•345 +.300 -.045
*The difference reflects an absolute diffsrance in the skew
using ths day CeS« &b the baee^ io&«$ an increase in skew in
either the positive or negative direction was given a positive
sign while a decrease in the skew vras given & negative sign.
\05 = 2.353
E: A =
A: K 5^ D»F* = 3
^1 X^ - X (x^ - x)2
+.105 +.038 .001444
+ai5 +.048 .002304










-2.353 < 1.78 ^ +2.353
ACCEPT HYPOTHESIS
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find a marked difference In the respective coefficients of
skewness. All test sites used in this research had unrestric-
ted views of the roadway from both directions, thus the hy-
pothesis as presented should be true.
For tMs tasty data from sites 8, 9» 10, 11 and 12 was
used. Direction Dl is defined as that approaching Lafayette and
D2 &B that leaving the Lafayette area« At these five sites,
test data was taken for vehicles traveling in both directions*
An ezataination of the data indicates that there is no signifi-
cant change in the liean speed based on direction of travel. The
change ranged between e95 ft«/sec* at site ten to e080 fta/sec*
at site eight* (Se© Table 8) The other portion of the hypothe-
sis vas tested to determine if there was a significant change in
the skewness of curves as defined by the coefficients of skev-
nessft The calculations for this test are shown in Table 9«
TABLE 8
CHANGE IN KEAN SPEED BASED ON
DIRECTION OF TRAVEL OF VEHICLE
1
SITE MEAN SPEED (ft«/sec,) MEAN SPEED (ft<,/eec,) DIFFERENCE IN
DIRECTION 1^ DIRECTION 2** MEAN SPEEDS
8 67,53 67.45 .08
9 67.77 67.32 .45
10 67.94 66.99 .95
11 67.26 66.84 .42
12 70.04 69.70 .34
* Direction 1 refers to vehicles approaching Lafayette.* Direction 2 refers to vehicles traveling away from Lafayette.
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TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF COEFFICIENTS OF SKEWNESS
FOR DIFFERENT VEHICLE DIRECTIONS
SITE DIRECTION 1 {Dl) DIRECTION 2 ^D2) DIFFERENCE*
8 +.1% +.293 +.099
9 +•313 +.3^5 +.032
10 -.027 +.037 -.06/f
11 •OOl -.003 -.OOit
12 + .031 -.043 -.07it
•The difference reflects an absolute difference in the skew
using direction 1 (Dl) as the base, i.e., an increase in skew
in either the positive or negative direction from the base was
given a positive sign, while a decrease in the skev was given
a negative sign.
H: M. =
A: ji. ^ D.,F. = 4 ^05 = 2.132
^i \ - ^ (X^ - x)^
+ .099 + .101 .010201








-2.132 < -.3445 -^ +2.132
THUS ACCEPT HYPOTHESIS
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The results of this test indicate that one could be 95 per-
cent certain that there is no significant difference between the
mean of the coefficients of skewness for the sites with respect
to the direction of traval of the vehicle throughout the test
section^
This analysis substantiates the hypothesis that although
the parameters of mean speed and sample standard deviations may
vary slightly based on direction of travel of the vehicle, the
corresponding coefficients of sk©«nesa are not significantly
different. What this Implies is that if the driver has a rela-
tively unobstructed view of the road, he should be perceiving
the ro&d the same way irregardless of his direction of travel*
Comparisoa of Number o? Accidents Occurring
at Sit®i3 with Normal and Skewed Distributions
This portion of the analysis coapares the accident fre-
quency of the sites with normal distributions with the accident
frequency of those sites having skewed distributioas. Previous
calculations in this research have defined a coefficient of
skewaess of «100 as being the boundary between normal and skewed
distributions* In addition, it has been found that if the acci-
dent data between day and night conditions was approximately
even, that we could be 95 percent confident that there was no
significant difference in the coefficient of skewness for the
night as compared to the day data* Using these findings, data
for all but site eight was used with a value of coefficient of
skewness of ,100 differentiating between a normal or a skewed
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ciirv6» Since th© number of accidents occurring In any specified
region during any specific time interval are independent of
those occurring in any other disjoint tia© interval or region of
epac® and since the probablility of an accident occurring during
a very short time interval le proportional to the length of the
time interval and not oa th© number of accidents occurring out-
side the time interval j, a Poisson experiment was used to make
the comparison* (22^ pag® 96) The probability distribution of
the Poisson random variable X representing th© average nuaber of
accidents occurring in a given time interval is:
P (X I Ji.) a ^ X a Oj 1, 2 ••«•«•<»»
@h©r@ ji is the average number of accidents occurring in
th@ given time interval and e s 2«7l828«««ea*
The average number of accidents occurring in sites exhibit-
ing normal distributions is 7»5 while the average number of
accidents in sites exhibiting skewed distributions is 35«8»
(Table 10) Using the Poisson experiment technique, the proba-
bility of an average 35»8 accidents occurring at sites where an
average of 7a^ accidents have occurred can be given bys
r7.5 7 .55.8
P (3%85 7.5) = ^^-35t§S
35o8 3Ai8
» Ji J> (x; 7.5) - 2_ P ^^» ^5
X = X s
Thus there is very little probability that an average of
35.8 accidents can occur within sites that have exhibited
an average of 7.5 accidents.
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TA3LS 10



















X = 179/5 = 35.8
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Comparison of Sites Three and Six
The final comparison to be made was a study involving
the site pair, sites 3 and 6. These two sites are located
on S.R. 38 in the vicinity of the intersection of Newcastle
Road. Site 3 Is located about one half mile northwest of
Newcastle Road and site 6 is located in the vicinity of New-
castle Road. Site number 3 was a level, straight section of
roadway that had one accident during the preceding eighteen
months. Site number 6 is on the curve approaching the "T"
intersection with Newcastle Road. This site has had five
accidents during the past eighteen months. The coefficient
of skewness for site 3 is -.093 and the coefficient of skew-
ness for site 6 is +.217. This data tends to Indicate that
almost all drivers are perceiving the roadway quite correctly
at site 3» while some are perceiving it incorrectly at site
6. It is this perceptual difficulty that leads to more
accidents as is true for site 6.
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RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The hypothesis tested by this research was : areas of
perceptual difficulty (i.e., areas of high accident potential)
can be located by a deviation from a normal speed distribution,
It was assumed that areas with high accident histories had
perceptual difficulties and it was these perceptual difficul-
ties that were the cause of many of the accidents.
This research was successful in correlating areas with
high accident histories with non-normal or skewed distribu-
tions and areas of low accident histories with normal speed
distribution frequencies. The third moment about the mean
proved to be an effective measure of the amount of skewness
in each speed distribution. A value of .100 of the coeffi-
cient of skewness was tested and was found to be a logical
break point between normal and non-normal distributions
.
This research supports the hypothesis that although the
individual parameters may vary when studying day and night
data for the same site, the overall shape of the speed fre-
quency distribution curve will not significantly change un-
less there exists a perceptual difficulty under one lighting
condition that is not found under another. In such a case,
one would expect to find a significant difference in the
shape of the distribution curve in addition to differences
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in the site parameters. One such site was found among the
test sites . This site showed a large increase in the co-
efficient of skewness when comparing night data against day
data. The accident data at this site also reflected an in-
crease in accident frequency during the hours of darkness.
This research did not explore this situation any further;
howeverj the logic of the conclusion could be verified by
testing other sites with the characteristics of the above
mentioned one.
This research also verified the hypothesis that although
individual site parameters may vary when taking speed data
for both directions of travel at a site, the overall shape
of the speed frequency distribution curve will not signifi-
cantly change. This hypothesis was, of course, predicated
on the assumption that the driver had similar views of the
site from either direction. Had there been a "blind spot or
blind curve" as viewed from one direction as opposed to the
other, the hypothesis would not be valid. If the view of the
site is similar, the accident data should not show any
directional bias. If such a bias is found, it could, along
with a significant change in the shape of the speed distribu-
tion curve, indicate a perceptual difficulty in one direction,
but not in the other. In this research, no such sites were
included.
The small study which compared the data from sites three
and six tended to indicate that the speed distribution curve
does change in shape as drivers move from a site with no
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perceptual difficulties to one that appears to have a per-
ceptual difficulty. This change in shape indicates an un-
certainty on the part of some drivers and it Is this un-
certainty that may result In accidents.
The findings are summarized as follows
:
1. There is a direct correlation between the coeffi-
cient of skewness as measured by the third moment
about the mean of a speed frequency distribution
curve and the previous accident history of that area.
A value of .100 for the coefficient of skewness is
a logical point to separate normal from non-normal
distributions
.
2. If the accident histories along a particular length
of road are essentially the same for day and night,
and for each direction » then there will be no
significant difference in the coefficients of skew-
ness for day and night and directional speed data.
3. A driver's perception accuracy of the roadway may
change as he proceeds down the road. This change
In accuracy of perception can be measured by changes
in the coefficient of skewness of the speed distri-
bution of vehicles at locations along the roadway.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
I
I
During the conduct of tjiis research ^^ several suggestlo&s
for addition^il res«»arch h&v& been notsd* The moT& important of
th@6@ sr&s
1» A verification of the assuaptioa of a driver maiataia-
Ing a constant ispsed through th@ ar@a of the perceptual
difficulty^
2* A comparieon of the frequency distribution curves for
eit@8 exhibiting a large change in accident frequency
from ©ither day to night conditions j, or based on the
direction of travel* It was concluded by logical in-
ference from this research that such sites should show
significant differences in coefficients of skewness
based on light conditions or direction of travel.
3« A comparison of speed frequency distribution curves at
a high accident site using different methods of warziing
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FIGURE 10, SITE NUMBER ONE
X^ (ft./sec.)
TABLE 11











\ - 75.13 ft ./sec,













FIGURE 11, SITE NUMBER TWO
TABLE 12
SITE NUMBER TWO DATA










\ s 84.91 ft./sec.








FIGURE 12, SITE BfUMBER THREE
(NOT TO SCALE)
TABLE 15









\ = 75.2^ ft./aec.
















FIGURE 13, SITE NUMBER FOUR
TABLE lit











^1 » 68.16 ft >/sec.
S s 7.538 ft •/sac.












FIGURE Ik 9 SITE NUMBER FIVE
TABLE 15 .
SITE NUMBER FIVE DATA
DAY DATA NIGHT DATA
X^ (ft,/sec) NO . OBS.
2
^ h^
(ft,/sec.) NO . OBS.
55 50 5
60 4 55 5
65 10 60 9
70 17 65 16
75 31 70 33
80 25 75 30
85 15 80 18





JT^ = 76.if8 ft./sec,
S = 8.376 ft./eec.
C.S. = -.123
X^ « 71.78 ft./sec.









FIGURE 15, SITE NUMBER SIX
TABLE 16
SITE NUMBER SIX DATA
DAY DATA NIGHT DATA
X^ (ft./sec.) NO* OBS«
h.
(ft./i9ec*) NO • OBS.
50 2 50 1
55 7 55 6
60 15 60 20
65 28 65 27
70 33 70 31
75 17 75 Ik
80 10 80 10
85 6 85 5
90 2 90 1
3r^ « 69.00 ft,/sac,
S « 8.215 ft,/8©c.
C,S, a +.217
'1 68,43 ft,/8«c.




TRAP S. R. 38
(NOT TO SCALE)
FIGURE 16, SITE NUMBER SEVEN
TABLE 17
SITE NUMBER SEVEN DATA
DAY DATA











^i « 77.65 ft./sec.
S = 8.70^ ft./sec,
C,S. « -•123
NIGRT DATA











X^ = 77.42 ft./sec.
S = 8.489 ft./sec.
C.S. » -.216
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FIGURE 17 » SITE NUMBER EIGHT
TABLE 18
SITE NUMBER EIGHT DATA
DIRECTION ONE DIRECTION TWO DIRECTION ONE
DAY DAY NIGHT
X X X
(n./sec) NO, OBS, (ft,/sec«) NO, OBS. (ft,/s©c,) NO. OBS.
50 3 50 2 50 2
55 7 55 9 55 5
60 Ik 60 13 60 16
65 Zk 65 26 65 26
70 19 70 18 70 20
75 13 75 14 75 18
80 7 80 5 80 6
85 3 85 4 85 4
90 1 90 1 90 2
95 1
X^ = 67.53 ft./aec. ^i = 67.44
ft./sec*
S s 8.379 ft./eec. s = 8.337 ft ./sec. ^i
= 68.70 ft./sec.
C.S, = +.194 C.S . = +.293 s * 8.635 ft./sec.
C.S , s +.469
80
N C. R. 300s
ADAR SPEED TRAP POINT
DIRECTION 1
S. R, k3
RADAR SPEED TRAP POINT
DIRECTION 2
(NOT TO SCALE)
FIGURE 18, SITE NUMBER NINE
TABLE 19
SITE NUMBER NINE DATA
DIRECTION ONE DIRECTION TWO DIRECTION TWO
DAY DAY NIGHTXXX










X^ * 67.77 ft./sec.



















X^ s 67.32 ft./sec.










X^ = 67.47 ft./sec.







FIGURE 19, SITE NUMBER TEN
TABLE 20
SITE NUMBER TEN DATA
DIRECTION ONE DIRECTION TWO
DAY DATA DAY DATA
X^ (ft. /sec.) NO^ OBS.
fi.
(ft./sec.) NO. OBS.
50 1 50 2
55 5 55 7
60 Ik 60 22
65 2k 65 27
70 ?1 70 24
75 17 75 18
80 7 80 7
85 1 85 1
X^ s 67.94 ft./sec. - ^1 = 66.99 ft./sec.
S = 7.107 ft./sec. s = 7.262 ft./sec.




SADAR SPEED TRAP POINT
DIRECTION 1
. R. 38
RADAR SPEED TRAP POINT
DIRECTION 2
(NOT TO SCALE)
FIGURE 20, SITE NUMBER ELEVEN
TABLE 21
SITE NUMBER ELEVEN DATA
DIRECTION ONE DIRECTION TWO
DAY DATA DAY DATA
X^ (ft- /sec.) NO. OBS,
fi.
(ft./sec.) NO. OBS,
50 3 50 2
55 6 55 7
60 21 60 19
65 25 65 23
70 23 70 21
75 19 75 17
80 7 80 5
85 2 85 1
X^ « 67.26 ft,/sec. H « 66.84 ft,»/6ec.
S B 7,626 ft,/eec. s = 7.332 ft,/sec.
C.S. s t-,001 C.S . a -.003
83
\-
lADAR SPEED TRAP POINT
DIRECTION 1 X5. R. 38
OSS ROAD
-RADAR SPEED TRAP POINT
DIRECTION 2
(NOT TO SCALE)
FIGURE 21 « SITE NUMBER TWELVE
TABLE 22
SITE NUMBER TWELVE DATA
DIRECTION 'ONE DIRECTION '.rwo
DAY DATA DAY DATA
X^ (ft./sec:.) NO, OBS. X^ (ft,/sec.) NO, OBS.
50 1 50 2
55 6 55 8
60 17 60 16
65 Bk 65 21
70 27 70 24
75 23 75 19
80 19 80 17
85 ^ 85 7
90 2 90 1
X^ s 70.04 ft./sec.
S = 8.211 ft./sec.
C.S. s •«-.031
X^ e 69.70 ft./sec.
S = 8.005 ft./sec.
C.S. = -.043
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